
REPORT ON THE ECONOMY TRAINING WORKSHOP 

 

 

The workshop was held on October 11, 2014, a day after the Zambia’s finance minister 

Alexander Chikwanda presented the 2015 budget to parliament. 

The workshop was timely held as participants were able to relate what they were learning to 

the budget which had just been presented. The Newspaper of the day also gave the 

participants a self explanatory of how media reported on the budget and the economy in 

general. 

The training which was organized for journalists from the six media houses (Radio Christian 

Voice, Yatsani Radio, New Vision, Zambia Daily Mail, Times of Zambia and Zambia National 

Broadcasting Services) started at about t 09 hours.  

After self introductions, a brief background about the Media Center of Excellence (COEs) and 

the SADC protocol on gender and development was given to participants before they laid down 

their expectations; 

 

 

 



EXPECTATIONS 

 To learn how to report on GBV because GBV reporting in Zambia is based on female 

survivors nothing much is reported on  male  survivors  of GBV 

 Learn how to report on gender related cases in relation to the economy and how women 

can contribute to economic development. 

 Understand the SADC protocol on gender and development provisions on the economy 

 Know how women and girls can  take advantage of the provisions to their benefit 

 How the media can play a major role in fighting GBV that is usually caused by economic 

factors 

know how to  write stories that will have an impact on women in relation to them 

contributing to the economy 

 Understand how women and men can utilize their opportunities to bring about change 

 Know how the SADC protocol on gender and development provisions on Economy can 

help women economically seeing women are used as laborers in agriculture 

 Understand how the article relates to women and being used as cheap labour 

 How the article will help women be equipped to fight for their right allocation of funds to 

their organizations 

 Know what amount of money is usually allocated for sensitization on GBV and how 

women organizations utilize the money 

OBJECTIVES  

The following were the objectives of the workshop 

 Explore how women‘s views and voices are represented and portrayed in business and 

economic reporting 

 Broaden participants’ understanding of ways in which women are denied access to, and 

control over resources; and of the feminization of poverty 

 Explore how budget stories can be enriched through analyzing the different impact of 

resource allocations on women and men 

 Explore the gendered dimension of globalization and its effect on women and men 

 Summarize  what is meant by gender-aware economic and business reporting 

 Find out who speaks more in business and economics stories  

At this stage, participants were given a SADC protocol on gender and development quiz to test 

their knowledge on their understanding of the protocol. The general observation was that most 

of the journalists did not know much about it. Only one participant got everything. 

KEY PROVISIONS OF SADC  

The key provisions of the SADC protocol on gender and Development on Gender and Economic 

Justice was highlighted to the participants after which a discussion was held on what was being 

done on economic policies in Zambia. 



REACTIONS 

the allocation of the budget on gender issues is low brining about gender in equality 

 Only few women speak or participate in formulation of policies on economic issues 

 One participants disagreed with others and said the Government was doing fine on 

issues of economic policies which were gender aware giving an example of  the 

provision of allocating more Another scholarships  bursary to girls in the ministry of 

education 

 Some women who have reported cases of  GBV have been supported by government in 

economic empowerment  

 Women and men do not benefit equally  in agriculture because the men are the ones 

who benefit despite women putting more labour 

  Women in business just resell food on the streets while men do the big businesses 

  Women  have limited access  to loans because of collateral issues 

   Women have challenges in accessing land especially customary land while in urban 

areas most of the land has been taken up by men despite the introduction of 30 percent 

allocation of each and advertised to women 

  Women  have been given access to many things but literacy levels for women are low 

so many of them fail to explore 

 UNZA gives priority to women in the school of natural sciences but most of them  fall off 

along the way because of issues such as pregnancies, taking care of the sick, poverty  

EXERCISE 

 

Participants were asked to read an article on the distribution equitable distribution of resources  

 RESOURCES 

The article talks about unequal distribution of resources especially on women’s failure of 

access land  

 Highlights inequalities in society 

 Men and women should have equal access to land and resources because they are all 

human beings 

 Men and women have same abilities  like thatching  roofs, digging and building 

  Women are also taking up work that was traditional meant for men such as working as 

security guards  

 women have the biggest responsibility of taking care of the home but when it comes to 

responsibility that earn resources the wage net is low on women 

 Women are viewed as  weak and fragile people 

 Women work in the agricultural sector more but the men gets the produce and control 

all the resources realized from the sell 

 Majority of laborers in agriculture are women but it is because in Zambia the population 

comprises more of women than men  



 Despite women forming the larger of the population they do not own the land because 

village headmen do not want to loose their land when the woman marry another man 

 Men should put themselves in women's situation  and imagine how  they would feel 

 A married woman should own land as an individual she can not loose land because she 

has married someone else 

ARE THERE ANY ATTEMPTS TO ADDRESS THIS IMBALANCE 

 NGOs are conducting sensitization and awareness raising on the same 

 However they are not doing enough 

 There is a process of land reforms where traditional leaders would be required to give  

both men and women land certificates 

 NGOs dealing in land issues are sensitizing traditional leaders to stop the cultural 

practices that hinder women from accessing land 

EXERCISE  

Participants were put in two groups to discuss the different cultural practices and beliefs 

that hinder women's economic empowerment. 

 

REACTIONS 

Cultural practices and implications 

 

 Women are considered second to men  

 Women are not allowed to talk in the presence of men this makes them  loose 

confidence and cannot exert themselves 

  Women are not empowered to take are of them selves 

  Women are told to get married and have children while men are scourges to go to 

school 

 A woman is expected to take care of the home and children but can not be trusted 

to take care or over see an organization 

  Parents believe a boy child will take care of them while women will be marriage off 

 Girls are groomed to become better wives while boys are grooms to take care of 

families 

 Raising girls with an idea that their place is in the lichen girls grow up knowing their 

place is in the kitchen which is not good their economic independence 

 Women fail to complete school because of early marriage 

  Women not able to make decisions in a home 

  Culture compels people to select men as leaders the implication is girl child will be 

deprived of their right choices  



NATIONAL BUDGETS 

Participants were asked what a budget was after which it was explained to them and its 

importance.  

 Budget were explained to be  an estimate of income and expenditure for a set period of 

time and that it helps women and men to decide on what to sue the money for 

 Most national budgets are usually not neutral because they reflect the priorities of a 

nation, often of the people taking the decisions 

 There are a good barometer to know to what extent  gender has been mainstreamed 

into national policies and programmes  

Participants were later given a print out on an example of a national budget for country X 

and the following were the reactions 

REACTIONS  

 The budget was said not to be gender friendly budget because gender issues were 

not given priority 

 Not gender sensitive because 20 percent is at two  percent as compared to defense 

  People found in education and health most of them are women and those sick 

people to be taken care by women who are the most care givers 

  It's not friendly because the money  allocated is not  enough for sensitization 

especially in villages 

   Once health and education not well allocated women will be  cut off and  such that 

they can have challenges in giving birth and giving birth in homes they risk dying 

  The nursery and adult education sector which received more funding  in the budget 

and most people who access such services are women (at least it can help improve 

lives of women)  

  Gender ministry was only given 20 million and women would not be paid for taking 

care of the sick 

WHAT DO YOU UNDERSTAND BY GENDER SPECIFIC BUDGET LINES VERSUS 

MAINSTREAMING GENDER CONSIDERATIONS IN THE WHOLE BUDGET? 

 Gender specific budget targets specific gender programmes in the  ministry of 

gender, NGOs and other areas 

  It needs to specify the gender activities and  target and when it should be 

achieved 

  Aspect of gender is supposed to be mainstreamed and it should  categorically 

spell it out 

  Mainstreaming gender in all ministries would be better than having a specific 

budget in the ministry of gender 

  However other participants held a different view that  having  a specific gender 

budget and not mainstreaming budget in all ministries is better 



  Others felt that when you are specific in gender allocation, it is easier and 

implement and achieve targets 

   In the ministry of health most of people who access health services are women 

and even the workers in the ministry most of them are women 

  We need to allocate more money to the ministry of heath in order to build more 

clinics and cut short the distances to hospitals to benefit women and children 

who normally need health care 

  In the ministry of education it's not about employing more women but need 

build more schools near to the people to cut distances and enable more women 

and girls access education 

  They is need to build more Government boarding  facilities to hinder girls from 

getting pregnant because most of the boarding houses currently in Zambia are 

no regulated which means girls are prone to be sexually abused 

 Some girls in unregulated boarding houses are raped and sexually abused 

USING THE BUDGET LINES ABOVE RE ALLOCATE THE BUDGET ABOVE 

REACTIONS 

 Allocate more resources to gender ministry  than defence 

 Increase in health and education. Ministry of health second because it's very 

important to people and should be given more money  to build clinics all over 

the country 

  The third should be ministry of education to improve low illiteracy levels 

among women and build more primary and boarding schools 

  Children cover long kilometers to go to schools which schools do not have 

water and with poor infrastructure development 

 Reduce the budget to defense there is because there is no war and the 

defence ministry has many other sources of income  

  Allocate more money for women entrepreneurship  

WHAT IS GENDER BUDGETING? 

 

 It takes into consideration the numbers of women (segregated data) and 

how much money should be allocated to bridge the gap between men 

and men to bring about gender equality in all areas 

  On education an allocation should  be made for buying sanitary pads for 

girls because in the village they don't go to school when having periods 

   It's a budget that strikes a balance between men and women in terms 

of spending 

 



 

 

 

Some participants 

At this stage, participants were given the Zambian Government budget which has been 

presented to parliament the previous day for them to analyze. They were put in three groups 

RESPONSES 

 Participants said it was quite difficult for them to analyze the budget because the money 

allocated more to sectors like defence  will not do the task to empower women and the 

girl child by 2015 

 

 The gap of distances between clinics will not be done which means women and girls will 

continue covering long distances to hospitals 

 Money allocated is minimal for education (K10. 5 million) and will not promote the 

achievement  of gender equality at tertiary level 

 The money can not improve  infrastructure development in key ministries of education 

and health 

  Most of the money allocated to the ministries of education and health may end up 

going into salaries  and upkeep of offices 



 Participants expressed many  fears that a lot of activities will not be achieved to enable 

the country achieve gender equality by 2015 

 The budget not the budget Zambia can have 

 However it is good that the budget has indicated  Government ‘s commitment is 

constructing many roads which will help in gender issues they are opening up rural 

areas for women to have access to take their products for sell 

 There  is a trickle down benefit which many people do not see when roads are 

constructed 

 Other participants felt that Zambia has a lot of needs and construction of roads may not 

be a priority area 

  Roads play an integral part in bettering people's lives for example taking vegetables for 

sale and accessing clinics, schools and markets by the rural community even during rain 

season 

 Ministry of health and education and has an allocation of  almost 30 percent  and felt its 

ok 

 The break down shows that most of the money will go towards infrastructure 

development   

At this stage the participants analysed the press release which had been issued by the Non 

Governmental Coordinating Council (NGOCC) on the 2015 Zambian budget  

REACTIONS  

 Some supported NGOCC’s analysis that the budget was gender blind while others did 

not 

 Government needs  to invest more in the agricultural sector to improve people' s 

livelihood especially the majority farmers who are women 

  Government’s decision not to  re introducing the windfall tax for people to get money 

from mining sector for use in other areas is not good 

 On the constitution the current legal framework is weak  in the promotion of women’s 

rights  

 The school feeding programme will not materialize if the  agriculture sector  is not 

boosted  



Group photo of some of the participants and facilitators 

 

THE UNSEEN SECTOR OF THE ECONOMY 

Participants were asked to say what they understood by “the care” economy but had a different 

idea altogether. It was however explain and girls in homes and communities.  It was explained 

that economy would crumble without this supportive work however, society does nor really 

recognize the work and is not valued in monetary gain  

EXERCISE 

An exercise to find out on the household time use survey and the following questions were to 

be addressed by the participants 

QUESTIONS 

 Who works longer hours? Why? 

 Which of the above work is paid? 

 Which of the above time is unpaid? 

 From this exercise, what do you understand by the term “ the unwaged 

work of women”  

REACTIONS 



 Men work for 8 hrs while women work for 16 hours, in short women worked for more 

hours as compared to women 

  Women have more working hours due to Culture and traditional norms and beliefs 

  Women are known to be home workers while men as breadwinners 

 In situations where the woman is the bread winner men still do not do care work but go 

clubbing or seeing friends when women do the same, they are labeled prostitutes 

 Care work is not paid for 

   Care work hinders women from progressing 

 In rural areas women cover long distances to fetch water and collect firewood instead of 

doing paid work 

 When a family member is sick, it is women or girls expected to be on the bedside  even 

when the patient is male 

GENDER AND GLOBALISATIONS 

 Globalization was defined as the movement of goods, ideas, information, services , 

cultural and economic activities 

 It was said that it always has a component of unequal trade as some people and sectors 

are exploited in the process 

 That women are the worst hit   of globalization 

 It has however come with its own advantages as it has opened business opportunities 

for women  

 Despite opening opportunities, most women are not aware about them 

BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC REPORTING 

A question was poised to participants on what they thought about the reporting pattern in 

Zambia on business and economy issues and the following were the reactions; 

 General economy and business issues were prominently featured in news but by and 

large it is men who are quoted in the stories 

 Most issues  affecting or commented by women are not highlighted in the media 

 It is usually the same pattern of reporting by journalists across the SADC region 

where women’s views in business and economic stories are not heard and when 

featured, they are in the negative 

EXERCISE 

An exercise on media coverage in different topics in the region revealed that; 

 Politics are the most covered  followed by sports and economics 

  Housing, mining and sex and sexuality issues were lowly covered because they spoke 

more by women 

  The media owners and media managers decide on which topics to feature prominently 

and mostly they go for those which are likely to sell the newspaper 



 Furthermore, it was discovered that politicians have money to buy newspapers the 

reason why issues affecting them are given priorities 

HEADLINES 

Participants were given extracts of headlines from the Media COEs training manuals to analyze 

and comment. 

REACTIONS  

 Women were featured as naught, sexists, weak 

 People who can not make it to high positions 

 Women attract business when they are put on advertisement 

 Portrayed as people without own money  to buy presents for husband while  men are 

portrayed as people  with plans, intelligent, strong and have control over women and 

other things 

 Women are not in the world of business 

 Although they have learnt something that has changed their perception about economy 

and women they would still face difficulties  because our bosses have a final say 

 Will now have news ideas where they will be interviewing more of women 

The workshop closed at 17: 15 hours. 

 

 


